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Honourable Speaker, 

Acting Premier, 

Members of the Provincial Executive Council, 

Members of National Parliament, 

Permanent delegates to the National Council of Provinces, 

Members of the Free State Legislature, 

Marena, Dikgosi le Mafumahadi, 

Honourable Mayors and Councillors, 

Distinguished guests, 

Members of the media, 

Ladies and Gentlemen 

 

Seven months into the fiscal year, we wake up with the reality that the United State of America 

has a new president-elect, an African-American who the world does not only describe as only 

charming, but brainy too! We wake up with a sudden reality of a rout emergence of political 

parties that are not only competing for political space, but doing so by attempting to find fault 

with what this government has been able to do since 1994. We wake up in the middle of a lot of 

unforeseen and extraordinary circumstances! But these circumstances are not only limited to 

the political sphere! 

 

1. GLOBAL EVENTS…. 

 

Honourable Speaker, we hear that there is a global financial crisis, that some reputable banks 

and financial institutions have collapsed or have required direct support from their governments, 

that Global stock exchanges have lost US$5 trillion in value in October alone, that there are 

unprecedented problems with the mortgage market in the United States, that the oil price is 

down from its peak in May of US$145 a barrel to US$50, that the platinum price has fallen from 

a high of US$2 254 to US$903 an ounce, that the prices of coal, copper and steel have fallen 

sharply, that manganese and aluminium stockpiles are mounting in ports and warehouses, that 

all across the world industrial order books are shrinking, that growth in India and China will slow 

down, and that the growth in the global economy is forecast to fall from over 5 per cent in 2007 

to 3.9 per cent this year and perhaps less than 3 per cent next year. During the most recent G20 
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Summit of Finance Ministers and Reserve Bank Governors held in Sao Paolo, Brazil, to discuss 

causes of and policy responses to the global financial crisis, the meeting concluded that 

amongst others, “there is a need to improve the supervision and governance of financial 

institutions, at both national and international levels”. But we ask, is this not what this 

country did when we introduced the National Credit Act in June of 2007? It is now being 

reported that the United States will be sending a team of “experts” to South Africa to learn in 

particular about this Act! Honourable Speaker, it is for this reason that I say, let us not 

panic! 

 

2. SOME SOUTH AFRICAN REALITIES…. 

 

Honourable Speaker, in the middle of this global financial turmoil, we also read that the revised 

GDP growth estimate for South Africa for this year is 3.7 per cent, somewhat below the official 

forecast of 4 per cent in February this year, which translates to a decrease in output of around 

R3,3 billion in real terms,  that inflation in South Africa increased from an average of 7.1 per 

cent in 2007, reaching 13.6 per cent in August 2008, partly as a result of higher food and fuel 

prices, that the ratio of household debt to disposable income, though still high, has slowed down 

from 77.6 per cent in the last quarter of 2007 to 76.7 per cent in the second quarter of 2008, 

thus confirming the positive effect that the National Credit Act that this government has 

introduced in June 2007, has had, that the ratio of debt-service cost to disposable income of 

households rose to 11.6 per cent in the second quarter of 2008, again confirming the efforts of 

the Reserve Bank and the effects of strict Monetary Policy not only in an attempt to deal with 

inflation and irresponsible lending, but also to stimulate the badly needed savings, that the 

official unemployment rate has marginally decreased from 23.5 per cent in the first quarter of 

2008 to 23.2 per cent by the end of September 2008. 

 

Honourable Speaker, I say all these to firstly convey the message that South Africa is part of the 

global community, and that it is not immune to events that have engulfed the global community.  

More importantly, I say these to emphasize that the conditions that prevailed during the 

conception and tabling of the budget on February 29th have drastically changed. Indeed, we are 

in the middle of a storm!  
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However, it is no time to panic! Responding to fears arising from what some have even 

prematurely called another Great Depression,  fears raised by those who somehow still cannot 

believe nor appreciate the stewardship of this government, the Minister of Finance, Trevor 

Manuel, noted in his Medium Term Budget Policy Statement on October 21st 2008, that this 

government has “long adopted a macroeconomic framework and a fiscal stance capable 

of withstanding tough times and protecting our economy and our people during times of 

global economic turbulence”.  

 

Heeding the call to think outside the box at a time like this, Dr Mergen Reddy, Leader: Strategy 

& Strategic Finance for Deloitte Consulting in South Africa, argues that “In nature, forest fires 

are important to the health of those forests, as they help to get rid of the weaker plants 

and thus create gaps for new, stronger plants to grow.  Similarly, the new emerging 

market challengers may have already developed superior systems and need the gaps 

created by these shocks to assert themselves. The current financial crisis will see us 

wake up to a world dominated by emerging market giants from the Middle East, Russia, 

China and India. The competition is wounded and they are positioning themselves to 

take advantage. Why are South African companies and all in the country not responding 

in the same way?” Honourable Speaker, again I say, let us not panic! 

 

3. OUR FREE STATE PROVINCE… 

 

Honourable Speaker, as an ordinary citizen of this country and this province, the question is: 

Are we gonna be able to ride this storm? How have these changed global and national 

conditions affected us as a province? More so, how do these changed conditions affect 

our future plans, both as a country and as province? 

 

Honourable Speaker, by the end of September this year, this province had spent 52 per cent of 

its original budget of R15,6 billion. This is not only higher than last year’s expenditure for the 

same period, but also 2 per cent above the norm. Through the leadership of the Department of 

Education, this government remains committed to the elimination of platooning schools through 

the construction of 15 new schools by the end of March 2009. The province is projected to over-
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spend by R1,7 billion at the end of the 2008/09 financial year, with the Department of 

Environmental, Economic and Tourism Affairs the only one that is projecting to break-even.  

Taking into consideration the R526,3 million of additional funds now available, the projected 

over-spending reduces to R1,2 billion. A bulk of this projected over-spending is by three 

Departments, namely Education, Health and Public Works, Roads and Transport, in that order! 

 

On the other hand, the province is projecting to over-collect by R2,7 million on its R556,4 million 

provincially collected revenue budget. This situation has adversely affected the cash position of 

the province. As a result, vigilant and decisive leadership was and still is vital. Whilst the 

practice of fiscal discipline is presupposed in the PFMA, it is in moments like this that we take 

stock of what is happening on the ground, and often get shocked to discover that there is a stark 

contrast between “what is and what ought to be”! In an attempt to minimize the impact of this 

unfortunate financial situation in the province, Provincial Treasury has taken a number of steps. 

Firstly, a circular on cost-containment measures was issued. These include, but are not limited 

to: 

 Re-prioritization of departmental budgets for the remaining financial year to concentrate on 

the most critical core functions and mandates of the departments; 

 Suspend the purchasing of furniture, fittings and office equipment as well as subsidized 

vehicles; 

 Suspend catering for internal workshops, meetings, interviews and other departmental 

activities; 

 Placing a moratorium on the upgrading and filling of vacant posts, with the exception of 

critical vacant posts; 

 Restrict workshops, meetings, interviews and other departmental activities to available 

government venues and facilities; 

 Placing restrictions on telephone accounts, both cellphones and landlines as well as 

overseas trips for officials; 

 Restricting training to places within the province; 

 Usage of comparatively cheaper modes of transport to various destinations, e.g. driving 

instead of flying, shuttle services instead of car rental. 
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Secondly, another circular prohibiting the shifting of funds and wrongly interpreted and 

reported in the media as imposing Section 100 on some departments, was issued. In terms 

of this, “fund-shifting” powers have been removed from the departments of Health, Education 

and Public Works, Roads & Transport and placed with Provincial Treasury. In addition, a 

request for a cash advance from National Treasury was made, but was unfortunately turned 

down. Lastly, a request for an advance on Equitable Share for Health was made. Provincial 

Treasury continues to urge departments to remain within their appropriated budgets and 

approved Annual Performance Plans. 

 

On 29th February 2008, I stood before this House and tabled a budget that sought to promote 

economic growth, job-creation and reduce inequality! Seven months into the financial year, I am 

back in this house, not only to table an Adjustment Budget, but also to tell this House how far 

we are with what we said we will do. I trust that at end of this speech, this House will join 

me in saying: There is no need to panic!  

 

Honourable Speaker, in the first two quarters of last year, economic growth averaged 4.8 per 

cent compared to 3.5 per cent in the same period this year.  In the absence of up-to-date 

regional GDP figures, Provincial Treasury calculations show that on average, Free State 

economic growth has trailed South Africa’s growth by an annualized average of 1 per cent every 

year for the last five years. Inferring from this, it could be deduced that the provincial economic 

growth should have averaged 2.5 per cent for the first two quarters of 2008. The forecast for 

economic growth in the province for 2008 is 2.2 per cent. 

 

Turning to unemployment, Honourable Speaker, Statistics South Africa reports in its Quarterly 

Labour Force Surveys for 2008 that official unemployment in the province has dramatically 

declined from 25.9 per cent in the second quarter to 22.9 per cent in the third quarter. As a 

result, official unemployment in the province is now below the national average of 23.2 per cent. 

In this regard, the South African Reserve Bank notes in its September 2008 Quarterly Bulletin: 

“Within the private sector, quarterly employment gains were evident in the construction; 

non-gold mining; finance and trade; catering and accommodation services. In the public 

sector, employment growth during this period was most pronounced at provincial level”. 

Whilst these findings by the South African Reserve Bank and Statistics South Africa may 
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surprise some, they do not at all surprise us. If anything, they actually confirm what I said on 

February 29th that the provincial budget should be “used as a meaningful instrument to 

effect desirable changes in the prevailing provincial socio-economic conditions”. There 

may be some who will argue that it is too early to tell, but the signs are there for all to see! 

 

4. The Adjustment Budget for 2008/09 

 

Against the background of changed circumstances that I have outlined, let me remind this 

House that in terms of the Public Finance Management Act, the MEC for Finance in a province 

may table an adjustment budget in the provincial legislature to only provide for:  

 The appropriation of funds that have become available to the province in the middle of a 

fiscal year; 

 Unforeseeable and unavoidable expenditure recommended by the provincial executive 

council of the province within a framework determined by the minister; 

 Any expenditure in terms of section 25 (use of funds in emergency situations); 

 Money to be appropriated for expenditure already announced by the MEC for Finance 

during the tabling of the annual budget; 

 The shifting of funds between and within votes or to follow transfer of functions in terms of 

section 42 (shifting of funds between main divisions within votes); 

 The utilization of savings under a main division within a vote for the defrayment of excess 

expenditure under another main division within the same vote in terms of section 43; and 

 The roll-over of unspent funds from the preceding financial year in terms of Treasury 

Regulation 6.4.1.  

 

4.1 Revenue Estimates….. 

 

Starting with the revenue side, the Adjustment Budget in this regard is informed by two issues, 

firstly the shifting of the Transport management function from the Department of Public Works, 

Road and Transport to the Department of Public Safety, Security and Liason, which will also 

result in the two departments being respectively renamed Public Works and Roads as well as 
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Community Safety and Transport, and secondly the availability of an additional R526,3 million to 

the provincial fiscal envelope. This is made up of: 

 R38,2 million from approved provincial roll-overs; 

 R70,4 million from unallocated GEMS; 

 R38,0 million from own source revenue collection targets 

 R300,2 million from Equitable Share transfers earmarked for improvements in the conditions 

of service; 

 R79,5 million from Conditional Grants. 

 

Honourable Speaker, the provincial roll-overs of R38,2 million is made of up of 

surrenders from other departments, whilst the unallocated GEMS is R70,3 million. In view 

of the structural changes in the composition of the provincial fiscal envelope, provincially 

collected revenue is becoming more important. It is primarily for this reason that I would like 

to discuss this revenue source in detail. Additional revenue of R38 million is expected from 

six of the eleven revenue-collecting departments. Of this, the  Department of Tourism, 

Environmental and Economic Affairs plans to collect an additional R15,9 million, of which R8,8 

million comes from game auction, R5,1 million from casino taxes and R1,2 million from tariff 

adjustments, all in all translating to a 28 per cent increase in the department’s original budget. 

Secondly, the Department of Public Safety, Security and Liaison plans to collect an additional 

R11,9 million, of which R8,9 million comes motor vehicle licenses, thus raising the department’s 

original budget by 3,7 per cent. Thirdly, the Department of Sport, Arts and Culture plans to 

collect an additional R5,1 million, all of which will come from the ticket sales from revenue-

generating events staged as part of MACUFE 2008. However, discussions still need to take 

place between Provincial Treasury and this department around the issue of revenue from 

broadcasting rights. Lastly, after offsetting the unexpected collection of R9,3 million from cross-

border hospital services against R7,2 million receivable from the auction of capital assets, the 

Department of Health plans to collect R3,3 million, representing a 4 per cent increase in its 

original budget.  

 

Honourable Speaker, despite the cash position of the provincial government that I alluded to 

earlier, the economic conditions makes it possible for Provincial Treasury to generate more from 

short-term interest-bearing instruments. In this regard, Provincial Treasure will continue to 
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investigate all possibilities to ensure that its initial revenue target of R72,9 million for this fiscal 

year is met.  

 

4.2 Allocations….. 

 

Now turning to the allocation of these additional funds.  Honourable Speaker, elementary 

economics teaches us that at any given moment, human needs will always exceed the available 

resources. Unfortunately, this fundamental truth has led to many atrocious activities in the past 

where some ruthlessly grabbed whatever they could from others, be it in the form of slavery, 

colononization or most recently apartheid. When Karl Marx wrote: “From each, according to 

his ability; to each, according to his need”, it was in recognition of what is now known as 

the economic problem. Honourable Speaker, dealing with the economic problem requires trade-

offs to be made. In his Medium Term Budget Policy Statement, the Minister of Finance, Trevor 

Manuel cautioned that “if we tried to finance everything, at once, for everybody, then 

short-term gains would quickly give way to long-term misery”. This underpins the fact in 

allocating the additional resources that we have as a province, we cannot run away from the 

fact that we will have to make difficult decisions and choices.  

 

Honourable Speaker, as point of departure, we are of the view that it is important and critical 

that the unspent R38,2 million to be rolled over, be used to strategically fund key Free State 

Provincial Government priorities as dictated by the Free State Growth and Development 

Strategy.  

 

The Adjustment Budget was guided by and aligned to the Provincial Growth and Development 

Strategy. The requests only focused on conditional grants and capital expenditure rollovers. The 

adjusted allocations to departments were guided by: 

 The approved request for additional funding which was received In-year; 

 The earmarked funding as received from National Treasury, and 

 The 3.4 per cent additional funding for Compensation of Employees to those departments 
that projected over expenditure on their compensation budgets in the September In-Year 
Monitoring Report. 
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 Additional funding was also considered for unforeseeable and unavoidable expenditure as 
per requests from the various departments. 

 

4.2.1 SUMMARY ALLOCATIONS ADJUSTMENTS FOR 2008/09 PER 

VOTE 

a) Office of the Premier 

This departmet receives an additional R4,4 million or  0.8 per cent of the total additional funds 

available, thus increasing the budget of this department from R120,1 million to R124,5 million. 

The additional allocation is intended mainly to fund the completion of the 15 Year Review 

Report; increases in Conditions of Services and revised remuneration structures for SMS.  

 

b)  Legislature 

This department receives an additional R38,1 million or 7.2 per cent of the total additional funds 

available, thus increasing the budget of this department from R95,2 million to R133,2 million. 

The additional allocation is meant to fund political parties as previously alluded to, the re-

grading of salary structures for political office bearers as well as the increases in the Conditions 

of Services. 

 

c) Tourism, Environmental and Economic Affairs 

This is the only department that did not request any additional funding and we willfully and 

gladly obliged. As a result, this department’s budget remains unchanged at R303,8 million. 

 

d) Treasury 

This department receives an additional and negligent R4 million or 0.8 per cent of the total 

additional funds available, thus increasing the budget of this department from R137,1 million to 

R141,1 million. The additional allocation is meant to fund increases in the Conditions of 

Services. 

 

e)  Health 

This departmet receives an additional R181,5 million or 34.5 per cent of the total additional 
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funds available, thus increasing the budget of this department from R4,3 billion to R4,5 billion. 

Of this, R66 million is set aside to fund general increases in the condition of services, R62,2 

million for OSD for nurses, R29,4 million for medical goods and services and R3,1 million for 

new vaccines. The balance of this is conditional grants of R15,5 million for Forensic Patholofy 

Services as well as R5,1 million for National Tertiary Services.  

 

f) Education 

This departmet receives an additional R122,6 million or 23.3 per cent of the total additional 

funds available, thus increasing the budget of this department from R6,6 billion to R6,7 billion. 

Of this, R99 million is set aside to fund general increases in the condition of services, R17,9 

million for both unavoidable, unforeseen as awell as inflationary adjustments in the National 

School Nutrition Programme. The balance of R5,6 million is allocated to Learner Teacher 

Support Material.  

 

 

g) Social Development 

This departmet receives an additional R19,8 million or 3.8 per cent of the total additional funds 

available, thus increasing the budget of this department from R536,2 million to R556 million. Of 

this, R8,4 million is roll-over request set aside to fund the upgrading of the department’s 

facilities, R7,5 million for general increases in the condition of services, and R3,8 for OSD for 

social workers.  

 

h) Local Government and Housing 

This departmet receives an additional R48,6 million or 9.2 per cent of the total additional funds 

available, thus increasing the budget of this department from R1 billion to R1,1 billion. Of this, 

R18,4 million is a roll-over request made of R16,9 million for Incomplete Houses as well as R1,5 

million for Bucket Eradication. In addition, R18,7 million is set aside for inflationary adjustments 

to Integrated Housing and Human Settlement Development and a further R12 million to cater for 

increased salaries of Community development Workers. The additional allocation also makes 

provision for R500 thousand to be transferred to the Department of Sport, Arts and Culture for 

Freedom Day Celebrations. 
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i) Public Works, Roads and Transport  and Public Safety, Security and Liaison 

A total amount of R 231.810 million should be shifted away from the Department of Public 

Works, Roads and Transport for the shifting of the Traffic and Transport functions to the 

department of Public Safety, Security and Liaison as per EXCO resolution. 

  

j) Agriculture 

This departmet receives an additional R38,3 million or 7.3 per cent of the total additional funds 

available, thus increasing the budget of this department from R334,2 million to R372,5 million. 

Of this, R31,4 million is set aside for Disaster Management and R7 million for inflationary 

adjustment for CASP.  

 

 

k) Department of Sport, Arts and Culture 

This departmet receives an additional R36,1 million or 6.9 per cent of the total additional funds 

available, thus increasing the budget of this department from R285 million to R321,1 million. Of 

this, R25 million is for MACUFE 2008, R9 million for Phakisa-related projects. This also include 

the contribution of R500 thousand from the Department of Local Government and Housing for 

the Freedom Day celebrations as well as the R199 thousand rolled-over for Library materials.  

 

5. Conclusion 

 

In closing Honourable Speaker, let me again reiterate what I said on February 29th this year 

during the tabling of the main budget that notwithstanding the tough economic and financial 

conditions that are besieging us, “a review of the socio-economic conditions in the 

province confirms that today is definitely better than yesterday, that this budget seeks to 

affirm that tomorrow will be better than today and that the future will indeed be better”! 
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The Adjustment Budget that we table here today does not depart from the policy objectives that 

we had set ourselves in the beginning of our second term in office, nor does it reflect a 

departure from the goals of the Freedom Charter! Conversely, this Adjustment Budget builds on 

the framework that has been built since 1994 and firmly brings us even more closer to the 

realization of a “people’s contract to create work and fight poverty”. 

 

Honourable Speaker, Acting Premier and Honourable Members of this House, our 

country faces a difficult period ahead. There is no telling how deep the global financial 

crisis will be, nor how severe and enduring its impact will be on incomes and economic 

activity. Honourable Speaker, Yes, we are obliged to table fiscal plans and spending 

proposals in a context of considerable economic uncertainty. Yes, the storm is indeed 

raging, but again I say, do not panic! Like eagles, with the collective effort and 

commitment from all of us, this province will ride the storm! Indeed, we will emerge from 

this a better people and a better province! 

 

Mr. Speaker, in conclusion please allow me to thank: 

 The Premier and my colleagues in the Provincial Executive Council for inputs, support and 

advice in finalizing this adjustment budget; 

 Colleagues in the Provincial Legislature; 

 My family for their ongoing and unwavering support; 

 Treasury officials, especially those in my department, who always work around the clock to 

ensure that the budgets we present to this house are not only sound, but credible too and 

that the associated budget documents and database are error-free; 

 Your good self, Honourable Speaker, for convening the House; 

 Representatives from the media, and other invited guests and everyone that took time out to 

listen to this Speech. 

 

Finally I say, once again, do not panic! WE WILL, INDEED, RIDE THIS STORM!  

Ke a leboha! 

 

 


